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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be an ergodic transformation on the Lebesgue measure space 
([0, 11, dx) for which we have, ln,, dx = 1 where 52, = {X E [0, 11; the 
sequence { G”x),“= 0 is uniformly distributed over [0, l] }. Let { q(t, x); 
t E R’, x E (0, l)} be the family of real functions such that 
q(t, x) = h(GC”x) for t > 0, =o for t<O, (1.1) 
where [t] = the greatest integer not exceeding t and h(x) is a real function 
satisfying the following conditions, (H), 
(H-l) l:,h(x)dx=O, J:,h2(x)dx= 1, 
(H-2) h(x) is uniformly Holder continuous. 
We see that for each x~EQ, the function q(t, x0) is, following the 
terminology of J. Bass [ 11, stationary (moreover, pseudorandom if the 
transformation G is mixing). 
Given these, we are concerned with the asymptotic behaviour of the 
following family of pseudorandom functions, { Q j,( t, x), A > 0}, 
QA(‘, XO)=S~ K(t-s) qj,(S, x0) ds, 1 > 0, (1.2) cc 
where K( .) is a real function and qj.(t, x) = $ q(lt, x). 
It may be worthwhile to notice that the function Q,(t, x) can be looked 
on as the output of a linear system fed with the qj.(t, x) as the input. So 
far as the author knows, the study about the pseudorandom functions that 
are associated to uniformly distributed sequences in such way had been 
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proposed and proceeded by a group of mathematicians around J. Bass (see, 
for example, [l] and the referenes cited there) in connection with the non- 
probabilistic theory of Turbulence. Our principal aim in this article is to 
show that, for a sufficiently large 2, the function qi( t, x0) (x0 E Q2,) behaves 
like a realization of the gaussian white noise in the sense that the 
asymptotic distributions of Q,( ., x0) tend, as 3, + co, to the same gaussian 
distribution N(0, a’) with rr* = jZno K2(t) dt. 
Hereafter, in Section 2 we will give some preliminary discussions 
concerning the pseudorandom functions associated to the sequences of 
pseudorandom numbers { G”x,} (x0 E 52,). The main results will be given in 
Section 3 except the proof of the Theorem, which will be given in the 
Section 4. Throughout the discussions we will suppose that all functions 
are real. We will often look at these quantities, defined on the Lebesgue 
space, as random variables or functions and we find it convenient to use 
the probabilistic terminology; for example, we will denote by E(f) the 
expectation of a measurable function j(x), that is, E(f) = jAf(x) dx. 
2. PRELIMINARY 
We will suppose that the transformation G possesses the following 
mixing property, 
(G) For any function h(x) satisfying the conditions (H), the next two 
statements hold: 
(G-l) lim,, o. E h(G”x) h(x) = 0. 
(G-2) Let S,(t, x) = it -‘I2 cpY1r h(Gkx) (t 2 0). Then the sequence of 
random functions { S,(t, x)} converges, in distribution, to the 
Brownian motion as n --t co. 
Here are some examples, which are of practical interest from the viewpoint 
of applications. 
EXAMPLES. (1) For an arbitrary natural number N ( 22) and a real 
OE [0, l] set, 
Gx=Nx+B (mod 11, O<x<l. (2.1) 
Then it is easy to verify that this G satisfies the hypothesis (G). 
(2) As a special variant of the example (1) consider the following 
well-known transformation: 
Gx=2x for O<x61/2, =2-2x for 1/2<X< 1. (2.2) 
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Since we have the relation, G” = GT” ’ (n 3 2), where the T is such that 
Tx=2x (mod l), we readily see that this is also the case. 
Remark 1. The hypothesis (G) may be verified by a very wide class of 
piecewise C2-transformations, in which are included the above examples. 
But in this article we do not enter into the details of this subject 
(cf. Hofbauer and Keller [3] or Lasota and Yorke [4]). 
For a function f(t) (t E R’), we denote by M(f) the mean, M(f) = 
lim L-m (2L))’ lkLf(t) dt, and by y,(x) the correlation function, yr(s) = 
M[f( .)f( .+s)]. Following J. Bass [l], we will call f(t) a (centered) 
pseudorandom function if it has the following property, (P), 
(P-l) M(f) and y,(s) (SE R’) exist and y,(O) #O. 
(P-2) y/(s) is continuous at s = 0 and lim,, _ ~~ yr(s) = 0. 
We notice that the last condition automatically implies M(f) = 0. 
PROPOSITION 1. For any x0 E a,,, the jiunction q(t, x0) becomes 
pseudorandom. 
ProoJ We have the equality, 
y,(n)=MCq(.,x,)q(.+n,xo)l 
= !‘f”, (2[L]) ~’ “$ ’ l”+‘q(t, x,)q(t+n,x,)dt 
k=O k 
rLl-1 
= Jiy= (2[L]))’ 2 h(Gkxo) h(G”Gkxo) 
k-0 
= (l/2) EC/z(x) h(G”x)] (since x0 E Sz,), 
which tends to 0 as n -+ co by virtue of the condition (G-l). Since q( ., x0) 
is a step function, this completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
As a consequence of this, we see that all the functions e,( ., x0) (x0 E Sz,), 
given by the formula (1.2), are pseudorandom if the kernel K(t) is bounded 
and integrable on ( --co, co). To proceed more, we need an additional 
condition (K) on the kernel K(t), 
(K) K(t) is piecewise smooth and has a bounded support. 
We will denote by [-Lo, LO] a finite interval containing the support 
of K(t). 
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3. MAIN RESULTS 
We understand by the asymptotic distribution ,u( .; F) of a function F(;(t) 
the probability measure on the space (R’, S?) (~8 is the Bore1 field) defined 
as being the following limit (when it exists): 
AY; F) = MCl(t; F(t) < Y)I (Y~R’), (3.1) 
where l( t; P(t)) (t E R’, P(t) is a statement depending on t) is the function 
taking values 1 or 0 according to whether the statement is true or false, 
respectively. We will also consider the measure, p’( .; F) determined by the 
formula 
P+(Y; F)= M+ Cl(c f’(t) < v)l (Y ER’)> 
where the symbol M + [ .] stands for the operation as 
(3.2) 
We will call p+( .; F) the unilateral asymptotic distribution of F(t) (or, 
u.a.d. for short). We notice that for the pseudorandom functions 
{Q,( .) x0)} the distributions p( .; QA) and p+( .; Q,) exist since the trans- 
formation G is ergodic. 
Now we are to state our main theorem whose proof will be given in the 
next section. 
THEOREM. For each x0 E Sz,, the family of u.a.d.‘s {p’( .; Q,( ., x,))} 
(A > 0) converges, as A + 00, to the same gaussian measure N(0, c2) with 
o2 = p, K2(t) dt. 
Remark 2. As for the asymptotic behaviour of asymptotic distributions 
of pseudorandom functions, there is a similar result due to Pham Phu Hien 
(see J. Bass [ 1 ] ), in which the underlying pseudorandom sequence is sup- 
posed to be completely uniformly distributed. It should be noticed that in 
our case the underlying pseudorandom sequences (G”x,} (x,ESZ,) are 
uniformly, but not completely uniformly, distributed over the interval 
[0, 11, they even fail to be 2-uniformly distributed when the transformation 
G is continuous at some point (cf. J. Franklin [2]). Besides, our result 
treats not the case of a single sequence but the case of a family of sequen- 
ces, parametrized by one variable x,,EQ~. 
COROLLARY. Let &( ., x) (A.>O) be such that 
Qj.(t, X) = Jm K( t - s) qj,(S, X) dsy (3.3) -cc 
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bt’here 
y;.:( 2, x) = $ q(nt, x) und lj(t, x) = q( Itl, x). (3.4) 
Then, for any x0 E LIO, the jkmi1.c of (bilateral) asymptotic distribution.5 
(Pt.; ziiC.9 xO))> converges to the same gaussian measure N(0, a2) M’ith 
CJ’ = j”x K’(t) dt, as i + x. 
Proof: By definition, we have 
/4x tz.( .2 x0)) 
= MCl(t; Q,( .> XII) < ~91 
= (lP){M+Cl(t; &, XO)<Y)I +M+Cl(t; Q~(-t;X~)<Y)l} 
=(1/2)~~++(Y;&,(‘,x,))+~+(Y;~-,,(.,x,))}, (3.5) 
where ~-,;,(t,~)=~~.(-t,~) (tER’). 
On the other hand, 
&(-t,x)=/m K(-t-s)ijj.(s,x)ds=/X K(-(t-s))q;.(-s,x)ds 
-a: --x 
= s r KC-(t-s)) gj.(s, x  ds, -G 
hence, by our Theorem, we obtain for any y E R’ the equality 
lim ~‘(~;e-,,(.,~,))=(~,~)~~‘l~ exp(-x2/2af)dx, 
i. - 00 E 
where 
112 0, = a- K2(-t)dt (=a). 
~ T. 
From this and the equality (3.5), we get the conclusion. Q.E.D. 
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Throughout the discussions we will often make use of the following 
elementary inequalities, whose proofs are omitted. 
LEMMA 1. The inequalities, [b] - [a] - 1~ [b-a] < [h] - [a] hold 
for any a, b (0 < a < b). 
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Let K”(t) be a finite step function; that is, 
K'(t)= C Cj'l(t;Ujdt<Uj+,) (-co<ua,<a,< ..' <a,< +a) 
j= I 
(4.1) 
and let Qz( t, x) = Jr, K”( t - s) qj.(s, x) ds. 
We will also make use of the notations 
3Lj(f) = [n(t- uj)13 Ij(t)= [[A](?-a,)]. 
LEMMA 2. For any x0 E Q,, the following equality holds: 
m-1 +G, 
c q(k G 
k = ;,+ ,(a,,,) + I 
= (ao 6) - 1 Jl, exp{ -X2/20i) dx’ 
(4.2) 
where 
2 m 
g0 
s 
(K’(t))’ dt. 
-m 
Proof: Since the sequence {G”x,} (x0 E C2,) is uniformly distributed 
over [O, 11, we see that the left hand side of (4.2) 
q(k, G[“x,,) < y dt 
k=i,+,(u,)+l 
[iL] m-1 d,kh) 
= j.lhma Jiima [AL]-’ C 1 p; [n]~1’2 1 Cj C dk GPxo) < Y 
p=l j= 1 k = X,, ,(rr,) + 1 > 
m-1 ~,(Gd 
= lim E 1 
i. + cc H x; [A] -l’* jc, cj c q(k xl< Y . k=Z,+,(u,,J+l 
By virtue of the assumption (G-2), we see that the last quantity is equal to 
i. - cc 
c q(k, x) < y 
~,+lhd+ 1 
m-l 
= Probability 1 c,(B(u, - a,) - B(u, - aj+ ,)} < y 
j= I 
(where B(t) is a standard Brownian motion), which implies the conclusion. 
Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 3. For any xg E 52,,, the sequence of‘ u.a.d,‘s {p’( .; Qy( ., xc,)). 
i>Oj tends, as i+ ;c, to the gaussian measure N(0, CT:), where 
u;=S”-~ (K’ft))“dt. 
Proof: We have 
where 
rl,,(~,x)=q(~~+~(~),x)(l-(~(t-ai+~))} 
+ q(i,(t), Xl<%- ail>, 
and (x) =x - [x] for x 3 0. 
Hence, 
P+(Y; Q%.v xc,)) 
= M+ CUf; Q$, xc,) < v)l 
s 
i.(t - 0,) 
qb, xc,) ds < Y dt 
i. ( I ~- a, T I ) 
=:-ma L-’ 
i$) 
q(k .x0) + r,,i(c, 1) 
k=i.,+l(r)+l 
Since q(n, x) = q( 1, G”- ‘x), we obtain from the equality above the equality 
P+(Y; Q’iL -4) 
q(k, Gdm(‘)xO) 
k=i,+I(ch)+l 
+ r,,,(t, 2) + r2,j(t, 2) <y dt 1 1 
q(k, G’-“‘x0) 
k=l,+,(u,)+l 
1 dt, (4.3 1 
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where 
i,+l(a,)+l-1 
r2,j(ttn)= 1 + q(k, G’m(‘)x,,), 
m-1 j., ( ~1,) 
r,(t, %)=%-l/2 j;, cj c q(k, G~m(‘)xO) 
k=~,+ihd+ I 
Notice that 
m-1 ,:,(%?l) 
-[A]-“” c cj c q(k, G’m(“~O). 
j= 1 k=i,+,h)+l 
Ir,,,(t, 211 + Ir,,,(t, 111 6 5Ch (C, = max Ih(x for all (t, L,j) (4.4) 
and that 
as A + a, uniformly in t. (4.5 1 
From the equality (4.3), together with the estimate (4.4) and (4.5), we 
obtain the equality 
P,+(Y; Q;L x0)) 
= Frnm L-’ q(k, G”-“‘x,) 
+ r,(t, L) < y 1 dt, (4.6) 
where r,(t, A) is such that r4 = o( 1) as % -+ co, uniformly in t. 
By virtue of Lemma 2 and the continuity of the limiting distribution 
N(0, cri), we see from the equality (4.6) the validity of the conclusion. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4. Let A = ( -LO Q a, c a, < . . ’ < a, < L,) be an arbitrary 
finite partition of the interval [-LO, L,,] and let 
Qu.(W=?‘~ Kd(t-S)q;,(s,x)ds, -m 
where, 
m-l 
l&(f)= c K(aj)l(t;ffjdt<uj+,). 
j=l 
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Then, ,for any s~fficientl~~ small E > 0, the ,follow,ing equality* holcis ,ftir crn~, 
X”ESZ,: 
lim sup lim M+{l(t;Q;l,;,(t,-u,)~(~,--,~‘+~~)))=O 
,1-O JA~cI:, v~R' i- x 
(where IAl =max la,,, -a,/). (4.7 1 
Proof: Following the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3, we 
see that the next equality holds for any y > 0: 
lim MCCl(t;Q,,j.(t,~O)~(y-~,y+rl))l i. - cc 
m-l 
= Probability 1 K(aj) {B(aj+ ,) - &a,)} E (y-q, y f q) 
i= I 1 
= (a,,,/%-’ 1,‘:” exp( -x2/2ai) dx 
where 
1 
112 
Cd = m (&(t))‘dt . 
- CL 
Since lim ,d, _ o C: = s Z, K’(t) dt > 0, there is a positive constant d, such 
that d, < 0: for all sufficiently small Id I. 
Hence, 
lim SUP lim M+C~{~;Q,.,(~,~O)~(Y-~~~+~~))I 
q-o (dl,y I+cc 
< lim (27r. ‘I2 I 
Vldl 
exp( -x2/2) dx = 0. Q.E.D. 
q-0 ~ v/4 
The assumption (K) implies the existence of a finite partition, say do = 
{-Lo= 05’ < cI2 < . ‘. < ct,, = Lo} such that, in each subinterval (aj, CC,+ ,) 
(j= 1, 2, . . . . m, - 1) the function K(t) is monotone. Apart from this, we 
denote by d&= (-Lo=@, < ... </?,, = Lo} the equally spaced partition 
of [-Lo, Lo]. Now, let d, be the partition consisting of all points in 
A,u A;,. Then A, contains at most (m, + m2 - 2) points which we denote 
as A,={-L,<a,< . . . <a, = Lo}. Given these, we will consider the 
discretization K,(t) of ZC( t); 
m-l 
K,(t)= 1 K(aj)l(t;ajQt<ai+,) 
j= I 
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and we set 
LEMMA 5. For any 4 > 0, the following equality holds: 
lim lim M+{l(t; Is(t, 2, m)j >q)} =O, 
??l*rn i-m 
where d(t, 2, m) = Qj.(t, ~0) - Qm,i(tT Xok 
Proof: Notice that there is a constant C, such that 
(4.8) 
IiT(K(s)1 dC, It-sl for any t, SE [Uj, a,,,] (j= 1,2, . . . . m- 1). 
Applying the mean value theorem on integration, we get 
(where t,(t)=(t-ai)+5(aj-a,+,)) 
q(k xo) ds cc* = 2LoC,) 
since K(t) is montone in each (aj, a,+ 1) and IR(aj+l)- K(a,)l f 
Cl la,+, -ail G (C2/m2). 
Hence, 
i& M+[l(t; Is(t, %, m)l >q)] 
i. -9 co 
q(h xo) ds > (m - 1) CC2 
(whereJj,5= [[A](a,-aj)+t(a,-a,,,)]) 
m-1 
= c Probability{ max 
j= I 
a,<s<o,+, lW5)-Waj)l>VlC2). 
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Applying the martingale inequality to the last term, we find that 
7 hm M+ [l(t; ia(t, i, m)i > y)] 
i + x 
d ,“, (4C2/‘3~)~ .E{(W,+ I)-&,))~; 
m ~ I 
6C3 c (a,+, - a,12 d 2LoC3(m, + m2)lWd2 (for some C,), 
j= 1 
from which we get the equality (4.8). Q.E.D. 
Proof of the Theorem. We are going to establish the equality 
lim 
T- 
sup hm IM+ { l(t; Q;.(t, x,,) < y)> 
rnz-m PER’ 2-z 
-M+{l(t; Qnr.i(t, -xo)<~)}I ~0. (4.9) 
For an arbitrarily small v > 0, we have 
z i. + Cc IM+ { l(t; Qj.(t, XO) < Y)} - M+ { l(t; Qm,,(t, -XO) < v)}I 
d lim M+[l(t; IQ,&& x,)-.~yl d I&t, &m)l)l i - m 
6 G (~+[~{~~lQ,,~.~~~~~~-~I~~,~~1~~~~~~~~l)1 i. - cc 
+M+Cl{t; I&t,4m)l>vfl) 
6 G (M+C’J~;Q,,~.(‘,XO)E(~-‘I,~+?)}I i. + 5 
+M+Cl{t; I&G A m)l >~ll). (4.10) 
Let vi > 0 be an arbitrarily fixed number. Then, by virtue of Lemma 4, we 
can find a positive y12 such that 
T- 
SUP llm MfCl{t;Qm,j.(t,~,)~(~-~2,~+~2)}1<~~/2. 
m,y i-00 
Now, by Lemma 3, we see that for this y/2 there exists a natural number m, 
such that 
- 
hm M+[l{f; I&t, 1, m)l >v2jl <v,/Z for all I-cc 
m 2 m,. 
Thus, from the inequality (4.10), we obtain the estimate 
SUP Ei lM+Cl{t; Q,(~,xo)<Y}I--M+C~(~; Q,,~.(~,xo)<YIII 
” /. - 00 
<ill (for all m > mo). 
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~~ being arbitrary, this verifies the equality (4.9), which together with 
Lemma 3 implies the conclusion. Q.E.D. 
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